TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

1. 4-4:40 PM: Kelly Lonergan (English- Dr. Stefan Vander Elst)
   “More Awesome Than Infinity: Explorations of Sea Imagery and Sexual Deviance”
2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Chloe Berghausen (Anthropology- Dr. Alana Cordy-Collins)
   “The Writing on the Walls: Neolithic Rock Art at the Ness of Brodgar”

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26

1. 4-4:40 PM: Taylor Kress (Biochemistry- Dr. David De Haan)
   “Determination of Reaction Pathway and Light Absorbing Products Resulting From the Reaction Between Glycine/Glycolaldehyde and Methylamine/Glycolaldehyde”
2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Sarah Zentner (English- Dr. Fred Robinson)
   “Making the Vision a Reality: Staging the Unreal in Realist Theatre”

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27

1. 1:30-2:10 PM: Barbara Ivos (Biochemistry- Dr. Joseph Provost)
   “Characterizing Binding Determinants for Acetylation of Histone H4 by Hat1 Acetyltransferase”
2. 2:10-2:50 PM: Christina Hirt (Environmental Studies- Dr. Julie Cantzler)
   “Environmental Social Activism in the San Diego – Tijuana Transborder Region”

TUESDAY, MARCH 3

1. 4-4:40 PM: Sydney Davis (Biology- Dr. Shem Mwasi)
   “The Suitability of Habitats and the effects of Human Activities in Osupuko and Olepolos Wildlife Sanctuaries for Maasai Giraffes (Giraffa camelopardalis tippelskirchi)”
2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Kelly Yu (Business/Accounting- Dr. Tom Dalton)
   “Bitcoin: Currency of the Future or Investment Property?”

TUESDAY, MARCH 10
1. 4-4:40 PM: Bonnie Campbell (Communication Studies- Dr. Susannah Stern)
   “Dialogue with the Deceased: An Exploration of Virtual Spaces of Grieving”

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Justin Fabian (Theology and Religious Studies- Dr. Eugenia Constantinou)
   “An Unfinished Story: How Did Mark Intend to Conclude his Gospel?”

THURSDAY, MARCH 12

1. 4-4:40 PM: Heleen Bennett (Environmental Studies- Dr. Ron Kaufmann)
   “Anthropogenic activities and environmental stewardship of riparian areas in East Africa”

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Lara Adamiak (Psychology- Dr. Patricia Kowalski)
   “Exploratory Study of Parent's Perceptions of Their Preschooler's Screen Media Usage”

TUESDAY, MARCH 17

1. 4-4:40 PM: Dana Heintz (Business Economics- Dr. Alan Gin)
   “Ethnic Enclaves within the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area: Factors that Lead to Growth”

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Samantha Mercer (Marine Science- Dr. Drew Talley)
   “Local Patterns in Host-Selection by Anemone Symbionts in Bocas Del Toro, Panama”

THURSDAY, MARCH 19

1. 4-4:40 PM: Dom Pera (International Relations- Dr. David Shirk)
   “Drug Violence, the Federal Police, and Human Rights Abuses in Mexico: Why Public Insecurity Abounds”

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Leanne Falzon (Sociology- Dr. Lisa Nunn)
   "What's in a Phase? How Millennials are Defining Emerging Adulthood"

FRIDAY, MARCH 20

1. 1:30-2:10 PM: Taylor Noonan (International Relations- Dr. Mike Williams)
   “Uniting Nations: Perpetuating Peace?”

2. 2:10-2:50 PM: Garrett Gaughan (International Relations- Dr. Mike Williams)
   “6 Million People, One Voice: A Study of the Catholic Church’s role in Filipino Political Society”

TUESDAY, MARCH 24
1. 4-4:40 PM: Sara Rowe (History- Dr. Kathryn Statler)
   "Capturing the War: Still Photography's Role in Influencing American Opinion of the Vietnam War"

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Kate Kuenzle (History- Dr. Colin Fisher)
   “Role of Women in the 1994 Republican Revolution”

THURSDAY, MARCH 26

1. 4-4:40 PM: Taylor Kilpatrick (International Relations-Professor Dustin Sharp)
   “The International Criminal Court through the lens of history: Why local narratives get overlooked”

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Caitlin Doherty (Anthropology- Dr. George Timothy Gross)
   “A Survey and Analysis of the Uncatalogued Ceramic Artifacts of the David W. May Collection”

TUESDAY, APRIL 7

1. 4-4:40 PM: Rose Guth (Art History/French- Dr. Sally Yard)
   “The Dichotomy of Public and Private Art: Examining the Representation of Women in the Work of Honoré Daumier”

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Audrey Miciano (Business Administration- Dr. Linda Barkacs)
   “Utilizing Cialdini's Weapons of Influence in Business”

THURSDAY, APRIL 9

1. 4-4:40 PM: Kit Brown (International Relations- Dr. Randy Willoughby)
   “National Vulnerability?: The Impact of Cyber Warfare on the Future of National Security”

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Kiley Morgan (Communication Studies- Dr. Jonathan Bowman)
   "50 Shades of Cray: A Feminist Critique of Sexual Roles in 50 Shades of Grey."

FRIDAY, APRIL 10

1. 1:30-2:10 PM: Kate Motsinger (English- Dr. Joseph McGowan)
   "Excavating Middle-Earth: Tolkien, the Norse and Christianity"

2. 2:10-2:50 PM: Kristen Darling (Political Science- Dr. Avi Spiegel)
   “The Persistence of FGM in Egypt”

3. 2:50-3:30 PM: Alexandra Kearns (Political Science- Dr. Randy Willoughby)
“Heroin Trafficking in Myanmar”

TUESDAY, APRIL 14
1. 4-4:40 PM: Claire Kuelbs (Biology- Dr. Sue Lowery)
   “Distribution and Identification of Fish Eggs in an Internal Wave Transport Mechanism”
2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Alanna Flynn (Behavioral Neuroscience- Dr. Isabella Mutschler)
   “Investigating Emotional Deficits in Autistic Infants”

THURSDAY, APRIL 16
1. 4-4:40 PM: Grace Daly (Business Economics- Dr. Alyson Ma and Dr. Steve Sumner)
   “Are Risk Management Policies Effective in Reducing the Risk of Financial Default?”
2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Kelli Hatter (Biology- Dr. Sue Lowery)

TUESDAY, APRIL 21
1. 4-4:40 PM: Dylan Murphy (Architecture- Dr. Can Bilsel)
   “Post-War Dutch Structuralism and French Structuralist Philosophy”
2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Brianna Kirkpatrick (Psychology- Dr. Rebekah Wanic)
   “Personality and Happiness”

THURSDAY, APRIL 23
1. 4-4:40 PM: Allison Linehan (Biochemistry- Dr. Peter Iovine)
   "Protein Adsorption Characteristics of Amphiphilic Starch-Containing Hybrid Polymer Films"
2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Alex Stacey (Political Science- Dr. Randy Willoughby)
   “North Korea: A Comparative Look at Human Rights and Regime Types”

TUESDAY, APRIL 28
1. 4-4:40 PM: Alyssa Eash (Behavioral Neuroscience- Dr. Divya Sitaraman)
   “The Effect of Dopaminergic Neurons on Oviposition Preference in Drosophila Melanogaster”
2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Kevin Fain (Behavioral Neuroscience- Dr. Divya Sitaraman)
   “Learning and Memory in Drosophila Melanogaster Larvae”
THURSDAY, APRIL 30

1. 4-4:40 PM: Jim Kinney (Music/Mathematics- Dr. Christopher Adler)
   “Examining the Twelve-Tone System”

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Monica Ramakrishnan (Mathematics/Computer Science- Dr. Jane Friedman)
   “The Power of Secrecy: Cryptography in Prison Gangs”

FRIDAY, MAY 1

1. 1:30-2:10 PM: Julie Barrowclough (Business Administration- Dr. Craig Barkacs)
   “Universities and URLs: How Online Courses Impact our Higher Education System”

2. 2:10-2:50 PM: Caroline Knetsch (Business Administration - Dr. Robin McCoy)
   “Overlooking the Introvert: An Analysis of the Effects of Introversion and Extroversion on Job Interviews”

3. 2:50-3:30 PM: Kathryn Adamson (International Relations- Dr. Randy Willoughby)
   “The Influence of Foreign Policy of Asylum Acceptance Rates in the U.S.”

TUESDAY, MAY 5

1. 4-4:40 PM: Taylor Glogiewicz (Sociology/Political Science- Dr. Erik Fritsvold)

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Sean Roth (Political Science- Dr. Casey Dominguez)
   “The Relational Effects of Political Junkets: Does Traveling Together Really Promote Bipartisanship?”

THURSDAY, MAY 7

1. 4-4:40 PM: Caroline Leinung (Marine Science- Dr. Steven Searcy)
   “Recruitment Limitation of Nearshore Pelagic Fishes”

2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Alyssa Burns (Business/Economics- Dr. Johanna Hunsaker)
   “The Gender Wage Gap in America: Reality and Repercussions”

TUESDAY, MAY 19

1. 4-4:40 PM: Anthony Nguyen (Computer Science- Dr. Eric Jiang)
   “Data Mining LinkedIn”
2. 4:40-5:20 PM: Morgan Smith (Math/Science- Dr. Philip Lau and Dr. Ani Velo)

“Statistical Analysis of Wage Gap Determination”